Influenza causes substantial morbidity and mortality and places strain on healthcare systems, some of which could be mitigated by accurate forecasting. Specific humidity and school vacations have both been shown independently to affect the transmission dynamics of influenza at large spatial scales. Here, we compare the ability of five compartmental transmission models, which include these two processes, to explain influenza-like-illness (ILI) incidence data for five United States counties for which school vacations and specific humidity data were available over a span of four seasons. We used the models in two different ways. First we fitted all available data at the same time and assessed model performance using standard measures of parsimony and goodness-of-fit. Then we conducted a retrospective forecasting study in which we attempted to predict incidence beyond a given week by fitting to data available up to that week. In general, when fitting the data using the whole season, we found that either specific humidity, school closures, or a combined model incorporating both effects captured the variability in incidence better than a fully constrained SIR-like model. Moreover, where these factors play a role, the timing of the variations suggests a causal relationship. When school vacations and specific humidity were important, the model-estimated parameters were broadly consistent. Retrospective forecasting simulations were consistent with the explanatory use of the models, with both specific humidity and school vacations giving more accurate forecasts than a simple SIR-like model in some populations and for some seasons. Our results suggest that influenza forecast models should test for the importance of different factors such as school vacations and specific humidity on a population-by-population and year-by-year basis.
Introduction

1
Mechanistic models of infectious diseases [1] are frequently used during outbreaks of 2 emerging human and animal infections to forecast key features of epidemic curves. For 3 example, during the 2001 foot-and-mouth outbreak in the UK, models were used to 4 forecast the rate of incidence decline and the total number of farms affected when 5 culling response time was decreased [2, 3] . In 2009 in Singapore, real-time forecasts of 6 ILI rates were given for the first time prospectively online [4] and also communicated 7 privately in real-time to policy makers in a number of locations. Real-time prospective 8 forecasts have also been made for the Ebola outbreak in west Africa in 2014/15 [5] and 9 for the Zika outbreak in the Americas in 2015 [6] . 10 Outside of outbreaks, in temperate climates, seasonal influenza epidemics are also a 11 forecasting target [7] [8] [9] . Because there is considerable variation from year to year in the 12 amplitude of the peak, its timing, and the total number of epidemic weeks, influenza 13 can present potential resource allocation issues for clinical management teams and 14 public health officials. In some years, during peak incidence of ILI, respiratory health 15 services can be overwhelmed and intensive care units saturated, with "knock-on" effects 16 to other parts of the the healthcare system [10, 11] . 17 Models of influenza incidence, whether used for forecasting or as retrospective 18 epidemiological tools, have been applied at different spatial scales and have included a 19 large variety of mechanisms and methodologies. For example, the impact of school 20 closures on transmission has been modeled for cities, such as Hong Kong [12] , and 21 Countries, such as France [13] , while the contribution of climatic drivers has been 22 assessed for U.S. states [14] as well as individual cities [8] . 23 Meteorological conditions have long been thought to play a role in the transmission 24 dynamics of influenza [15] . Heuristically at least, this is supported by the radically 25 different evolutions of ILI profiles in tropical versus temperate zones [16] . Theoretically, 26 if at least some of the virus transmission is airborne [17] , support for such a relationship 27 comes from the idea that the effective "lifetime" of the virus in a droplet is sensitive to 28 the local conditions within which it is embedded. Experimentally, it has been shown 29 that the transmission rate amongst guinea pig hosts increased as the relative humidity 30 decreased [18] .
31
In this study, we describe a suite of parsimonious mechanistic models that 32 incorporate the effects of both school vacations and/or humidity and asses their ability 33 to explain and forecast influenza incidence for small geographically contained 34 populations (counties). We use the model set to reveal the contributions that each 35 factor makes for each county over multiple years. We also combine these model results 36 with several other model variants to produce a super-ensemble for each ILI profile.
37
Finally, we use these results in a forecasting mode to demonstrate the value of such an 38 approach at various phases during the influenza season.
39
Methods
40
Data
41
We obtained county-level data directly from each respective public health departments 42 (Maricopa, AZ, San Diego, CA, Eastern, MO, Nashville-Davidson, TN, and Eastern, 43 VA). For simplicity, and because we believe these counties are representative of their 44 regional areas, we refer to these populations by their state names. These datasets were 45 chosen based on: (1) their geographical diversity, allowing us to explore different log-likelihood of the data. The values of the new and previous log-likelihood were used 66 in the standard rejection method to determine if the move should be accepted or 67 rejected. Our MCMC procedure had an adaptive step size which ensured an acceptance 68 rate of 20-30%. The chains typically had an effective sample size in the 200-2000 range 69 (depending on county profile and the parameter). The numerical fitting procedure is 70 described in more detail in the Supplementary Materials (Text S2 and S3).
71
When modeling a specific ILI profile we considered each dataset to be independent 72 and used a deterministic S-I-R compartmental model framework with a time dependent 73 reproduction number R 0 (t):
where S represents the number of susceptible individuals, I is the number of infectious 75 individuals, R is the number of recovered individuals, and N total = S + I + R is the 76 total population. The time-parameter t 0 is used to set initial conditions for the S-I-R 77 equations were as follows:
I(t 0 ) = 1 (5)
We extracted weekly incidence by integrating the rate that infections occurred,
79
R 0 (t) T g SI N total (7)
where p C is the proportion of infectious people that present themselves to a clinic with 80 ILI symptoms and B is a constant number of non-SIR cases or false-ILI. The integral 81 runs over one week determining the number of model cases for week t i . This is how we 82 relate the internal, continuous SIR model to the discrete weekly ILI incidence data. We 83 describe the procedure used for fitting this property to the specific ILI profile in the
84
Supporting Information, S2 Text.
85
In this study, we use four different time dependent models for the reproduction 86 number, R 0 (t), as well as one time independent model. To achieve this, we write the 87 transmission term in the most general way as a product of a constant reproduction 88 number R 0,B and three time dependent terms:
The first term F 1 (t), captures the dependence of the transmission rate on the specific 90 humidity, the second on school vacation, and the third a simple two-value model [21] .
91
Guided by [14] , we define the effect of specific humidity as:
In contrast to [14] , however, the values of the parameters a and ∆ R are fitted by the 93 model. ∆ R must remain positive, and any effects of the specific humidity term can be 94 deactivated by setting: ∆ R = 0. Specific humidity, q(t), is estimated using Phase-2 of 95 the North American Land Data Assimilation System (NLDAS-2) database provided by 96 NASA [22, 23] . The NLDAS-2 database provides hourly specific humidity (measured 97 2-meters above the ground) for the continental US at a spatial grid of 0.125°, which we 98 average to daily and weekly values.
99
For school vacations, we define: not an important factor in transmission dynamics. As was the case for the specific 106 humidity term, the effects of school vacations can be deactivated by setting α = 0.
107
Alternately, the joint effects of humidity and school schedule can be explored by 108 simultaneously optimizing the parameters of F 1 (t) and F 2 (t).
109
We also considered a model in which the underlying transmissibility could vary 110 according to a step function, but for which the timing of the step and its amplitude were not informed by extrinsic factors such as school vacations and specific humidity.
112
Rather, the step could be optimized to give the best fit to the data. For this "two-value" 113 R 0 (t) model:
Where H(t) = 1 when t s ≤ t < t f , and 0 otherwise.
115
We have found this model to be useful when modeling both military and civilian 116 datasets [20, 21] . By allowing the parameter ∆ to vary between -1 and +1, we can 117 model both an increase and decrease in transmission due to behavior modification.
118
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When F 1 (t), F 2 (t), and F 3 (t) are deactivated (∆ SH = α = ∆ = 0), the function 119 reduces to a simple constant R 0 model:
and the model is optimized with respect to only one parameter, R 0,B .
121
In summary, we use five different models to describe the force of infection: Finally, the ensemble results (model E) are calculated as the unweighted average of 129 these five model results.
130
The numerical aspects of the algorithm are discussed in more detail in Supporting
131
Information S3.
132
Model Performance Quantification
133
To compare the performance of various models, we introduce the Percentage of
134
Deviance Explained (PDE)
where A is the log-likelihood of the model we are evaluating, B is the log-likelihood of 136 the NULL model, and C is the saturated log-likelihood of the data. which the data arose.
141
In the context of forecast performance evaluation, there is no guarantee that the 142 individual models will perform as well or better than the NULL model. Thus it is 143 possible to generate negative PDE values, which simply means that the forecast for the 144 model in question performed worse than the NULL model forecast.
145
Results
146
There was substantial variability in the data for both reported cases and potential 147 drivers of transmissibility (Fig 1, top) . Across all five populations, peak 148 weekly-cases-reported varied by at least 400% over the study period. The duration of 149 individual epidemics also varied, with the width of the curve at half maximum ranging 150 between three and 11 weeks. Both specific humidity and school vacation schedule varied 151 across the period of the study in the five different populations (Fig 1, bottom) . The
152
annual trend in specific humidity was reasonably consistent, but with significant, 
156
Using a model that contains terms for both specific humidity and school vacations (Fig 2) . Assessed visually, the model was able to reproduce gross features of the 159 epidemics such as peak height, width at half maximum and time of take-off.
160
Interestingly, it was also able to reproduce some higher resolution features of incidence. 161 For example, during the 2010-11 season, the incidence profile in AZ, CA, TN and VA
162
flattened during the takeoff phase around the time of the school vacations.
163
In our parameter estimates, these high resolution patterns were reflected in the 164 posterior densities of the parameters that govern school vacations and specific humidity. 165 We found evidence that both specific humidity and school vacations were important 166 during some years in explaining the data but not during others, and sometimes both 167 made contributions. For example, in Arizona and California, humidity appears to play a 168 role in three out of the four seasons. In Tennessee, humidity is consequential in two 169 seasons, while for Missouri and Virginia, the term was only significant in one season.
170
The school vacation schedule appeared to be important only in one or two of the 171 seasons across these populations.
172
Although the impact of each factor is not uniform across years and populations,
173
parameter estimates that govern these features either take their null value or are bound 174 within a narrow range (Fig 2(b) 
179
Further support for a causal relationship between specific humidity and transmission, 180 albeit tentative, comes from a comparison of the humidity traces in Fig 2(a) However, no apparent "threshold" for humidity appears to be present.
185
We used the constant R 0 (t) model (Model 4) as a NULL model to compare the 186 performance of the other models across years and populations, again by fitting to the 187 entire epidemic (Methods, Fig 3) . Model S, the model with a step change in underlying 188 transmissibility (Methods, Eq (12)) was always able to explain more of the deviance 189 between the data and the NULL model than were other model variants (Table S1 ).
190
However, the ranking and explanatory power of the different models (driven by school 191 vacations and specific humidity) varied by population and by year. For some 
195
We assessed the forecasting accuracy of individual models (H, V, HV, S) for all obviously improve performance over Models HV or S in those regions and during those 208 periods where models HV and S appeared to be effective.
209
As an example of a specific feature of epidemic incidence, we also compared the 210 ability of the different models to predict the peak week by fitting them to data from 211 only the early weeks of each influenza season (Figs 5 and S3). Early in the season, none 212 of the models were able to predict the timing of the peak with any accuracy. However, 213 after case data showed a clear rising pattern that could be fit to exponential growth, 214 models V, H and HV (i.e.,s school vacations, specific humidity and both school 215 vacations and specific humidity) were able to predict the timing of the peak; albeit with 216 clear season-dependent structural biases. The additional parametric freedom of Model S 217 actually reduced its ability to predict the timing of the peak.
218
Discussion
219
In this study, we have generated evidence that both school vacations and specific 220 humidity can have an impact on the incidence of influenza for small populations within 221 the US when appropriately flexible models are fit that include information about these 222 two mechanisms. Further, we have used a retrospective forecasting approach to show 223 that those same models may have better forecast accuracy than a simple SIR-like model 224 that does not include information on school vacations and specific humidity. We also 225 developed a "super-ensemble;" However, we did not find evidence that this model 226 performed any better -in either explanatory mode or forecast mode -than a single 227 model that permitted the use of auxiliary data from both school vacations and specific 228 humidity.
229
Several studies have estimated the reduction in transmissibility during school 230 closures, both during seasonal periods [13] as well as during pandemics [13] . More 231 recently, [24] showed that school vacations delay epidemic peaks and act to synchronize 232 incidence profiles at different locations. The effects of humidity in modulating influenza 233 transmission have also been well studied [8, 14, 25] , including the benefits of ensemble 234 models incorporating specific humidity, which could be used to provide forecasts in 235 real-time [9] . By obtaining both humidity data and school vacation data for the same 236 small populations, and examining their effect within a mechanistic model, we extend 237 these previous studies by describing a complex system where different components are 238 important at different times.
239
Our results are broadly consistent with the work of [26] in which both school 240 closures and specific humidity were both considered. They estimated the impact of both 241 of these processes during the 2009 influenza pandemic in Mexican states, finding that 242 the the spatial structure of the pandemic could be explained by a combination of 243 factors: high specific humidity on some states driving activity, and school vacations 244 during the summer preventing further transmission. Additionally, they attributed 245 anomalously large outbreaks in some states to differences in residual susceptibility (a 246 factor not likely significant for seasonal influenza). However, we note that [26] was 247 implemented at a much larger spatial scale than we have used here and that the fine 248 detail of state-level incidence did not appear to be driven by either school vacations or 249 specific humidity, nor was the forecast potential of the model explored.
250
While it is encouraging that the model results indicate a role for school vacations 251 and humidity, it is not clear why the results were not more consistent. There is a risk 252 that we have over-fit the models and thus overstated the importance of school vacations 253 and specific humidity. We suggest that the relationship between epidemic onset time 254 and the start of the vacations is crucial for assessing whether vacations are going to play 255 a role, and this type of prior information can be convolved into a model prediction.
256
Perhaps more data from multiple populations will reveal that only when the vacation 257 occurs during the early exponential rise do they cause the profile to stall for several 258 weeks, and, in turn, delay the arrival of the peak. If it occurs too late (at, or after the 259 peak), the contribution of schools may be substantially weakened. Similarly, we suggest 260
that humidity only plays a role in locations where the humidity shows significant 261 variation. Moreover, the phasing of the variation must be such that it can act as a 262 catalyst for the outbreak, in essence, creating the "spark" that drives a steeper rise in 263 the ILI incidence profile.
264
We did not include age-classes explicitly in this study, largely because this 265 information is not available in the datasets constructed from the county office weekly 266 reports. Were age-stratified data available, we would certainly have refined our models 267 to take this into account. However, although it is likely that the detailed epidemic 268 dynamics we observe in our study populations were influenced by age effects,
269
particularly between school-age children and adults, the non-age structured model we 270 used likely performs well as an average description of the epidemic.
271
These results suggest that many different models will need to be triaged and tested 272 for each time point in each population and then only models for which there is credible 273 support be included in final forecasts. We note that even though we did not find our 274 simple ensemble approach to be an improvement over our flexible single model [20, 21] , 275 the adoption and development of more sophisticated ensemble methods [8, 9] may 276 achieve exactly that goal. Given the relatively high variations in both school vacations 277 and specific humidity across small spatial scales, future ensemble approaches may need 278 to allow different model weights for different small units of geographical space. top-left of each panel). In each panel the ILI incidence profile is shown in black and the 298 results of the fits using the H and V models are shown in orange and blue, respectively. 299 The jagged blue line denotes the weekly averaged specific humidity and the horizontal 300 orange bars denote school vacations. The fits are 1,000 randomly chosen trajectories 301 from the second half of the MCMC chain (which has 1 × 10 7 steps.) (B) Left column:
302
The posterior distribution of the specific humidity term, using the yearly average of V-school vacations, HV-specific humidity and school vacations, NULL-constant R 0 (t),
325
S-two-value step function, E-ensemble). The PDE for each county/model is defined as:
A, B and C are the likelihoods of the model, the NULL model and the data, 327 respectively. The NULL model is that of fixed R 0 (t), and its constant PDE value of 328 zero is marked in all the panels by the horizontal grey dashed line. R 0 (t) and the two-value R 0 (t). The gray bars are the distribution of predicted peak 333 weeks resulting from the MCMC chain (using 1,000 randomly selected trajectories), the 334 green bar is the mean value and the black bar is the observed peak week. The red 335 line/circles denote the data used to make the prediction. From top to bottom: epidemic 336 week 44, 48, 52, 5 and 9. The specific humidity q(t) for all continental U.S. locations is produced using the .Diagnostic/.above_ground/.qa/) which provides daily (again 2-meter above 380 ground) specific humidity data on a spatial grid of 2.5
• for the entire world. This data 381 is averaged and interpolated using the same procedure as for the NLDAS-2 dataset.
382
The specific humidity database is continually updated using these two dataset sources. 383 School vacation data were collected from a representative school district in each 384 county. Each week of the school year was determined to be either 'in session' or 'on 385 vacation' and assigned a value of 0 or 1 respectively. distribution for all the parameters except those that can be negative), integrates the 396 coupled S-I-R and influenza incidence equations, and generates a candidate ILI profile. 397 The goodness of fit is measured by the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC), which is a 398 measure of the relative goodness of fit of a model:
where log(L(θ|data)) is the value of the maximized log-likelihood over the model 400 parameters (θ), given the observed cases I C . When the total number of parameters (K) 401 is large relative to the sample size (n), the reduced Akaike Information Criterion is 402 preferred:
which is what the model uses in this study. The log-likelihood stems from a Poisson 404 probability density
where I R (t i , θ) is the model point generated for week t i as a result of parameter set θ. 406 Additionally, the vector w has been added to allow the user to vary the weight given to 407 each weekly data point. To maximize log(L(θ|I C )), the value of this likelihood is 408 compared to a new likelihood calculated using a set of randomly displaced parameters 409 in a standard rejection method to determine if the move is accepted or rejected. This
410
MCMC procedure is executed as many times as the user has defined (this is the chain's 411 length mentioned above) and the model keeps the history of the chain parameters and 412 AIC c values. Once a chain is completed, it's history statistics and results are 413 summarized and written to tables (csv format), a binary RData file and pdf/png plots. 414 The model MCMC chains have an adaptive step size which results in an acceptance rate 415 of 20% − 30%.
416 Table S1 A summary of Models/Parameters used in this study. As described in the 417 main text, there are a number of ways to define R 0 (t). Table S1 contains a brief 418 description of each model and specifies which parameters are being optimized.
419
Parameters that are not being optimized are generally set to their default value. (1 + ∆e −aq(t) ) (1 + ∆e −aq(t) ) 
420
